
 

Marking Controlled  
Unclassified Information (CUI) 

Losing sensitive data is every organization’s nightmare, whether it’s valuable IP lost to 

competitors, exposure of personal data or theft of customer databases by departing 

employees. Information loss can cause financial, legal, and reputational damage and, in 

extreme cases, threaten national security. Generally, if your employees lose organizational 

data, it is by accident, not intent. Despite standard business controls, nearly 25 percent of data 

loss in the USA is due to human error1. The risk of accidental data loss is dramatically reduced by 

introducing data classification solutions that create a security-conscious culture and educate teams to 

consider the sensitivity of the information they handle. 

Marking Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI) 

If your organization handles information 

created or owned by the U.S. 

Government, you’re likely familiar with 

federal requirements to mark Controlled 

Unclassified Information (CUI). CUI is 

information created or owned by US 

government agencies. CUI needs 

safeguarding or distribution controls 

aligned with applicable laws, regulations, 

and government-wide policies. Marking 

CUI is a foundational first step to meet 

the obligations in most Cybersecurity 

Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) 

implementations. The risks of CUI non-

compliance include potential proposal 

exclusion, contract termination, or 

breach of contract litigation. 

1 Cost of a Data Breach Report 2020 IBM Security (August 2019 to April 2020) 
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Marking CUI for government contractors 

Janusseal enables fast, reliable CUI marking  

Janusseal is Janusnet's flagship data classification solution. Janusseal helps employees "own" information 

security by letting users easily assign a CUI label to every document created, saved, or edited and every email 

sent. Discreet prompts appear inside applications employees already use daily, like Microsoft Office or 

Windows File Explorer, to enable marking from a pre-defined dropdown menu. If a user forgets to add a 

classification, a reminder prompt automatically appears.  

Once Janusseal classifies a file, hundreds of I.T. security products can use the markings to control access and 

distribution of CUI or other sensitive material.  

Documents and emails are typically the most common file type created by most organizations. Therefore, 

classifying documents and emails is the most simple, efficient, and cost-effective step to significantly reduce 

the risk of your organization’s data loss. Classifying documents and emails with technology-based solutions 

improves employee awareness of information sensitivity at the moment they send an email, or work in a 

document.  

CUI example -Janusseal for Outlook 
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Marking CUI for government contractors 

Janusnet is a pure-play, global leader in data 
classification. Since 2004, governments and 
commercial enterprises around the world have relied 
on Janusnet to reduce the risk of data loss and 
reinforce a strong security-conscious culture. Janusnet 
is proud of its software's reputation for reliability, 
functionality, and ease of use, backed by a highly 
responsive development and support team.  

RockITek identifies and vets emerging cybersecurity 
technologies that can enhance the security of the 
U.S. Government and aligns the resources, 
knowledge, capabilities, and supply chain necessary 
to market and deliver success in this space. RockITek 
focuses on building and managing purpose-built 
consortiums that accelerate the adoption of 
emerging technology in the Government industry.  

A Quick Start to CUI marking  

Our Janusseal suite is designed to meet the government information marking requirements. Yet, it is easy to 

use, straightforward and fast, right out-of-the-box. Within minutes, Janusseal lets you customize your 

organization's category marking options to meet the needs of hundreds of government information marking 

combinations. Janusseal can also be package with corporate markings as well as those for the US 

Government. It then extends for the multi-national organization into allied government markings, including 

in multiple languages and character sets.  

Unique among data classification solutions, Janusnet requires no additional hardware for configuration or 

discovery. That makes Janusseal fast and inexpensive to deploy, use, and maintain.   

For the more technical folk, Janusseal is purpose-built to integrate with your existing technologies, including 

email, DLP, discovery systems, SIEM, UEBA, and cryptography platforms, in the cloud or on-premises.  

Need a solution to mark government information reliably, quickly, and cost-effectively? Janusseal is the 

answer. 

 

Next steps 

 Watch our brief videos to see Janusseal in action adding CUI markings to document and emails.  

 Visit the Janusnet CUI Compliance page to explore the definition of CUI, why it is so vital for U.S. 

agencies, contractors, and sub-contractors to understand CUI marking obligations, and how Janusnet 

can help.  

 Book a demonstration to discuss your organization’s government information marking requirements 

with a Janusnet or RockITek partner. 

 Evaluate Janusseal with a CUI configuration or contact RockITek for more information 

 

https://www.janusnet.com
mailto:info@janusnet.com?subject=janusGATE%20Mobile
https://janusnet.com/
https://rockitek.com/
https://www.janusnet.com/resources/videos
https://www.janusnet.com/compliance/cui
https://www.janusnet.com/contact/book-a-demonstration?ref=RockITek&tag=CUI4DIB-ds&region=amer
https://www.janusnet.com/evaluate?ref=RockITEK-CUI-DS&product=JWS&tag=CUI4DIB-RockITek
https://www.rockitek.com/contact-us/

